ABSTRACT Dorsal closure during Drosophila embryogenesis is an important model system for investigating the biomechanics of morphogenesis. During closure, two flanks of lateral epidermis (with actomyosin-rich purse strings near each leading edge) close an eye-shaped opening that is filled with amnioserosa. At each canthus (corner of the eye) a zipping process remodels the tissue interfaces between the leading edges of the lateral epidermis and the amnioserosa. We investigated zipping dynamics and found that apposing leading edge cells come together at their apical ends and then square off basally to form a lateral junction. Meanwhile, the purse strings act as contractile elastic rods bent toward the embryo interior near each canthus. We propose that a canthus-localized force contributes to both bending the ends of the purse strings and the formation of lateral junctions. We developed a thermodynamic model for zipping based on three-dimensional remodeling of the tissue interfaces and the reaction dynamics of adhesion molecules in junctions and elsewhere, which we applied to zipping during unperturbed wild-type closure and to laser or genetically perturbed closure. We identified two processes that can contribute to the zipping mechanism, consistent with experiments, distinguished by whether amnioserosa dynamics do or do not augment canthus adhesion dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple regulatory and biomechanical processes contribute to the molecular, cellular, and tissue dynamics that drive morphogenesis during embryonic development (1) . Dorsal closure is an essential stage of Drosophila embryogenesis and serves as a model system for cell sheet morphogenesis and wound healing (Movie S1 in the Supporting Material) (2, 3) . More than 125 genes encode products that are subject to posttranscriptional, translational, and posttranslational processing and contribute to dorsal closure ((4-6), plus numerous other genes that have since been identified). These genes contribute to cell shape changes and tissue movements (essentially no epithelial cell divisions occur during closure). At 25 C, closure commences~10 h after egg laying, and within~3 h, the two flanks of lateral epidermis converge to form a continuous epithelium that encloses the embryo.
The schematic in Fig. 1 a shows the eye-shaped dorsal opening located on the embryo surface, and the progression of closure is shown in Fig. 1 b and Movie S1. Fluorescence due to green fluorescent protein (GFP)-labeled DE-cadherin, which was concentrated predominantly in subapical belts of adherens junctions, outlined the polygonal cross sections of~200 squamous amnioserosa cells in the dorsal opening at the beginning of closure. Fluorescence due to red FP (RFP)-labeled moe-ABD (the F-actin binding domain of moesin) was concentrated predominantly in the two supracellular, actomyosin-rich purse strings (each spanning~90 leading edge cells), which appears yellow due to the overlap of green and red fluorescence. The leadingedge cells are columnar, with an average width of 2.6 mm (2,7). The amnioserosa is a simple epithelium (one cell thick) and the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells extend underneath either leading edge (the margins of most of these cells were not clearly resolved in this investigation due to the subapical distribution of the fluorescence marker) (8, 9) . The two flanks of lateral epidermis at each canthus (corner of the eye-shaped opening) come together to form a seam in a process known as zipping (10) . The top confocal image in Fig. 1 b preceded the onset of zipping (0 min). Zipping had commenced by 75 min (Fig. 1 b, middle image), where the canthi and seams at the anterior and posterior ends of the dorsal opening have become evident. At the end of closure, the two leading edges have converged and the remaining amnioserosa has become located beneath this seam ( Fig. 1 b, 150 min; see Fig. 1 in Rodriguez-Diaz et al. (9) ). With time, the actin-rich purse strings disassemble and a continuous epithelium results (2) . The amnioserosa cells that remain after closure is complete eventually undergo apoptosis.
Dorsal closure depends on four biological processes that collectively account for time-dependent changes in the geometry of the dorsal opening (11, 12) . The amnioserosa cells constrict apically to pull the two leading edges toward the dorsal midline (13) . Each purse string is under tension, which provides an additional force that promotes closure (11) . The width of leading-edge cells oscillates reversibly, and on average, the net constriction of leading-edge cells (and purse-string contraction) occurs during zipping (7) , which decreases the anteroposterior (A-P) length of the opening. The bulk of the lateral epidermis produces a force that resists closure. A biophysical model that quantifies these four processes has been applied successfully to segmented images of unperturbed wild-type embryos and to laser and/or genetically perturbed embryos (9, 11, 12, 14, 15) . For the three force-producing processes, the ratios of their stress (force per unit length) values and the ratios of their force values are both bounded above and below, as summarized in Eqs. 1 and 2. We have referred to these bounded ratios as stress and force ladders, respectively ((11), updated in (12) (1) $ 15 : 3 : 1RT: s AS ds AS : s LE ds LE R $ 6 : 3 : 1; (2) where the subscripts of s LE and s AS (magnitudes of the stresses) and ds LE and ds AS (average widths) refer to the lateral epidermis and amnioserosa cells, respectively. T is the magnitude of the tension in the purse string, k is the curvature of the leading edge at the maximum dorsal opening (symmetry point), Tk is the component perpendicular to the dorsal midline of the force produced by a purse string, and bv native is the magnitude of the drag force per unit length. Equations 1 and 2 indicate that each force producing process is large relative to their vector sum, which equals bv native (11) . Zipping, the fourth process, was quantified at each canthus by
where w measures the length of either the anterior or posterior seam, k z is a rate constant, and q L (t) and q R (t) measure the angles between the two leading edges and the A-P axis as a function of time t (11, 12) . The kinematics of dorsal closure have been simulated with various force laws that characterize these biological processes (15) . Although empirical (11, 12) and phenomenological (7) descriptions of zipping have been presented, the biological mechanism for zipping has been unclear. The molecular remodeling of leading-edge and amnioserosa cells during dorsal closure has been investigated previously. The leading-edge cells undergo remodeling of the overall shape of their leading edge, cytoskeleton, cell-surface-associated proteins, filopodia, and lamellipodia. Leading-edge cells are transcriptionally distinct from the rest of the lateral epidermis (16) and are regulated by a number of signaling pathways (4) . At the onset of closure, apical bundles of microtubules transiently reorganize along the dorsal-ventral (D-V) axis of leading-edge cells and are required for normal zipping (17, 18) . Concurrently, these cells elongate in the D-V direction, and F-actin and nonmuscle myosin II accumulate near the leading edge and form part of a purse string. Filopodia and lamellipodia form, protrude from the leading edge into the dorsal opening, are thought to facilitate cell matching between apposing leading edges during zipping, and may contribute forces for zipping (10) . Defects in myosin compromise zipping (6) . Tissue integrity is maintained by cell-cell and cell-matrix junctions that connect leading-edge cells to one another, amnioserosa cells to one another, and leading-edge cells to the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells (see, e.g., Kiehart et al. (2) , David et al. (19) , and Martinez-Arias and colleagues (17, 20) ). Throughout closure, cell-cell and cell-matrix junctions are remodeled by complex protein redistributions.
The dynamics of amnioserosa cell ingression are important for dorsal closure in general and for the zipping process in particular. There are three classes of ingression, i.e., processes by which amnioserosa cells internalize below the remaining amnioserosa tissue and have either undergone or will soon undergo apoptosis. All three contribute to morphogenesis during closure ( (2, 12, 14) , reviewed in Sokolow et al. (13) ). Amnioserosa cells ingress near the canthi as part of the zipping process. A second class of ingression occurs primarily in the anterior twothirds of the dorsal opening (14) and characterizes~10% of the amnioserosa cells during the mid-to-late stages of dorsal closure (2) . Apoptotic amnioserosa cells pull on the neighboring cells, producing one-third to one-half of the amnioserosa stress, s AS : this apoptotic force also contributes significantly to the zipping rate constants, k z , and to the upregulation in response to laser perturbation (14) . Mechanical stress may activate mitochondrial fragmentation to trigger the apoptotic cascade (21) . Recently we have characterized a third class of ingression, where amnioserosa cells ingress near the leading edges of the lateral epidermis (13) .
Here, we report our investigation of the zipping process in three dimensions (3D). We observed shape changes of the leading edges and remodeling of the junctions between leading-edge and amnioserosa cells, between ingressing amnioserosa cells, and between leading edge cells as they come together to form a seam. We propose that a canthus-localized force bends the ends of the two purse strings and contributes to the formation of a lateral junction between two apposing leading-edge cells during the zipping process. We have developed a thermodynamic model for zipping and have applied the model to four protocols for laser-perturbed closure and to previous data for unperturbed wildtype or genetically perturbed closure (11, 12, 14) . The model predicts that two processes can contribute to the zipping mechanism, one attributed to the molecular dynamics of adhesion and the other to the dynamics of the amnioserosa tissue.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our approach for investigating dorsal closure in 3D was as follows (detailed in Supporting Material). We imaged Z-stacks of living embryos with fluorescently labeled molecules, including GFP-moe-ABD, which labels the F-actin cytoskeleton, GFP-DE-cadherin, which labels subapical junctional belts, and GFP-zyxin, which labels cell junctions in leading-edge cells and amnioserosa cells. To evaluate colocalization, we coexpressed GFP-DEcadherin and RFP-moe-ABD or GFP-myosin (cytoskeletal nonmuscle myosin II) and RFP-moe-ABD. An ultraviolet laser microbeam was used to systematically perturb zipping in GFP-moe-ABD and GFP-zyxin embryos. The zipping rate constants at the anterior and posterior canthi were determined by fitting time series of the seam length, w a/p (t), to Eq. 3. We then modeled zipping dynamics with nonequilibrium thermodynamics and applied the model to these experimental results. An attribute of thermodynamics is that the underlying principles remain applicable when dynamical details are incomplete.
RESULTS

3D dynamics at tissue interfaces
The purse strings, leading edges, and amnioserosa exhibited interesting 3D features at their tissue interfaces. The geometry of the amnioserosa-leading-edge interface is summarized in confocal images of GFP-DE-cadherin and RFPmoe-ABD two-color embryos at the maximum dorsal opening (Fig. 1 c) , the anterior canthus ( Fig. 1 d) , and the posterior canthus (Fig. 1 e) . The DE-cadherin channel in Fig. 1 c proved useful for imaging the amnioserosa cells within the dorsal opening but did not image the full extent of the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells where they extend below the leading-edge cells (8, 9) . The RFP-moe-ABD channel in Fig. 1 c imaged the leading-edge cells, their purse strings, and the filopodia and lamellipodia that protruded into the dorsal opening. The upper images in Fig. 1,  d and e, indicate that in the z-direction, the amnioserosa (green channel) was located below the seam between the zipped flanks of lateral epidermis (red channel). Arrowheads mark the prominent outline of amnioserosa cells due to DE-cadherin (green) and arrows mark the prominent outline of leading edge cells due to moe-ABD (F-actin) fluorescence (red) for the sagittal sections. This interface will be considered in more detail in the next section.
The 3D dynamics of the purse strings, the leading-edge cells, and the amnioserosa exhibited two surprising features near each canthus. As a canthus moved over the amnioserosa, the apical surfaces of the amnioserosa cells began to constrict. The first surprising observation was that constriction of an apex occurred well underneath the two fused flanks of lateral epidermis (Fig. 1, d and e) . Second, the leading-edge cells of the lateral epidermis essentially maintained a constant connection with the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells during the bulk of dorsal closure. However, near the canthi, the dorsal-most regions of the Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2406-2417 leading-edge cells and their purse strings transiently advanced over the second row of amnioserosa cells (lower right images in Fig. 1, d and e) , i.e., in a shearing motion requiring remodeling of the leading-edge-amnioserosa junctions. A schematic summary (produced by tracing confocal images at three time points) is presented in Fig. 1 f and highlights the lateral extent of the amnioserosa underneath the two leading edges and the seam.
Cell-junction remodeling during zipping
Visualizing the 3D remodeling of junctions between amnioserosa cells, between leading-edge and amnioserosa cells, and between apposing leading-edge cells before and during zipping required combining information from two sets of two-color embryos. In the following, we first describe the GFP-DE-cadherin/RFP-moe-ABD images ( Fig. 2 and Movie S2), then make comparisons to the GFP-myosin/ RFP-moe-ABD images (Fig. 3 a and Movie S3). Next, we summarize the combined results (Fig. 3 b) .
We tracked pairs of apposing leading-edge cells as closure progressed to investigate cellular remodeling during zipping. Fig. 2 a presents five images (7.5 min intervals between images) at the posterior canthus of a GFP-DEcadherin/RFP-moe-ABD embryo. The images from 7.5 to 30 min once again indicated that the apical surfaces of the amnioserosa cells (Fig. 2 a, arrowheads) extended beyond the purse strings (arrows). The vertical dotted line (fixed in the laboratory frame) indicates the plane of the timedependent transverse sections as shown in Fig. 2 b, presented every 2.5 min for greater detail (Movie S2). DE-cadherin labeled the subapical junctions of the amnioserosa most prominently and the subapical junctions of the two flanks of lateral epidermis (including their leading edges) less prominently. Moe-ABD (F-actin) labeled the two purse strings most prominently and the cytoskeleton at the apical and (to a lesser extent) basolateral surfaces of each leading edge less prominently. The merged images indicate that the purse strings indented the dorsal surface. The transition from two purse strings (see Fig. 2 b, moe-ABD) to a seam was first evident at 17.5 min.
The actomyosin-rich purse strings were distinguished from the actin-rich filopodia and lamellipodia during zipping by imaging GFP-myosin/RFP-moe-ABD embryos (Fig. 3 a) . Both RFP-moe-ABD (Figs. 2 b and 3 a) and GFP-myosin (Fig. 3 a) labeled the purse strings. In contrast, filopodia and lamellipodia were prominently labeled by GFP-moe-ABD, but not by GFP-myosin. The purse strings are indicated by arrows in the moe-ABD channel in Figs. 2 b and 3 a and by arrowheads in the myosin channel in Fig. 3 a. There is evidence as early as 65 min in Fig. 3 a for the onset of seam formation (indicated by the coming together of the two purse strings), which preceded the disassembly of the purse strings (71-88 min).
The confocal images of the two embryos were coregistered via the prominent purse-string fluorescence in the GFP-myosin channel in Fig. 3 a with respect to both the RFP-moe-ABD channels of Figs. 2 b and 3 a and the GFP-DE-cadherin channel in Fig. 2 b to produce the final schematic diagram (Fig. 3 b) . The moe-ABD channels (Figs. 2 b and 3 a) enabled visualization of the 3D shapes of amnioserosa as well as leading-edge cells. In the schematic diagram, the cell edges were traced from the moe-ABD channel of Fig. 3 a and the DE-cadherin distribution (subapical surface of the two leading edges and adherens junctions between amnioserosa cells) was determined by the GFP-DE-cadherin channel of Fig. 2 b.
All features reported in Fig. 3 b were resolved in the confocal images, with one exception. As closure progressed, the basal surfaces of the amnioserosa cells dropped below the Z-scan region; thus, in the schematics for 53-138 min, we have inferred the location of the basal surfaces. In addition, improved contrast of cell boundaries was achieved with GFP-moe-ABD relative to RFP-moe-ABD (Movie S4).
The zipping process included substantial cell-shape changes and cell-junction remodeling for both amnioserosa and leading-edge cells (Fig. 3 b) . Amnioserosa cells apically constricted during the zipping process. Together, the changes in cell shape and the remodeling of cell interfaces lead to cell ingression. Some cells ingressed before the two leading edges made contact, whereas other cells ingressed underneath a seam. Tracking the cell numbers in Fig. 3 b, the sequence of ingression in this plane was cell 8 (26-38 min), cell 4 (38-41 min), cell 7 (41-48 min), cell 5 (48-53 min), cell 3 (71-81 min), cell 2 (88-115 min), and finally the peripheral-most cells, 1 and 9 (115-138 min). The first evidence for seam formation occurred at 65 min, when the prominent purse-string fluorescence (Fig. 3 b, orange arrows and dots) initially tracked the transition from two leading edges to a single seam. The orange dots in the schematic correspond to the arrowheads in the myosin channel and the arrows in the moe-ABD channel until 65 min. After the initial onset of seam formation, this moe-ABD (F-actin) fluorescent signature became confounded by additional contributions that extended basally, likely due to the formation of actin-rich filopodia and lamellipodia protruding from each leading edge as part of the zipping process (10) . Filopodia and lamellipodia also extended from the apical surface of the amnioserosa and may contribute to the overall fluorescent signature during seam formation. Apposing leading-edge cells approached one another and made contact at their apical ends to initiate seam formation, after which cell contact extended basally as apposing cells squared off (also see Movie S4). This leaves the apical surfaces of the remaining amnioserosa cells positioned below the basal surface of the seam and the newly formed continuous epithelium. These results are consistent with a recent investigation of zipping using correlative electron tomography (22) .
Zipping during laser-perturbed closure
Four protocols for laser perturbation were used to investigate the contribution of the amnioserosa to zipping dynamics (Fig. 4) . The L-R-cut protocol steered the microbeam to dissect the amnioserosa perpendicular to the A-P axis (the dorsal midline) at the maximum dorsal opening (Fig. 4 b) . This protocol initially releases tension in the remaining amnioserosa and sets off a cascade of dynamics at both canthi. For the other three protocols, we dissected the amnioserosa from canthus to canthus in three systematically different trajectories. In the A-P-cut protocol (Fig. 4 c) , the laser microbeam was steered along the A-P axis to dissect the amnioserosa, which compromised the tension produced by the amnioserosa that would have pulled the two leading edges toward each other but retained the majority of both leading-edge-amnioserosa tissue interfaces. The other two canthus-to-canthus protocols steered the microbeam along the amnioserosa near one (single edge cut protocol, Fig. 4 d) or both (double edge cut protocol, Fig. 4 e) leading edges, which compromised one or both of the leading-edgeamnioserosa tissue interfaces in addition to compromising amnioserosa tension, as in the A-P cut.
Our hypothesis was that the L-R-cut protocol would access dynamical effects resulting in upregulated zipping rate constants, as has been reported for the single-canthusnicking protocol (12, 14) . Previously, we showed that repeatedly dissecting the amnioserosa local to one canthus with the laser microbeam triggered a cascade that upregulated zipping at the other canthus: the remaining amnioserosa recoiled (reducing its tension), the rate of apoptosis within the third of the dorsal opening near the other canthus increased (increasing the force produced by the amnioserosa), and the zipping rate constant at the other canthus was upregulated. In this investigation, the L-R-cut protocol was designed to access a similar cascade by probing the consequences of increasing the force produced by the amnioserosa simultaneously near both canthi.
The L-R cut resulted in a significant increase in the zipping rate constant at the posterior canthus as closure progressed relative to k z,p for unperturbed wild-type closure (Fig. 4, f  and g ). The initial response to the L-R cut was the recoil of the remaining amnioserosa as its mechanical tension relaxed and a small, transient increase in the height of the maximal dorsal opening (Fig. 4 b and Movie S5). Subsequently, there was a local deformation of each purse string (Fig. 4 b, inset, arrows) near the free edge of the laser-wounded amnioserosa, suggestive of an increase in the local force due to the formation of a secondary purse string in the amnioserosa (Fig. 4 b, inset, arrowheads) . These dynamics are similar to the secondary purse strings observed after laser excision of leading-edge cells (9) . The twofold (~108%) upregulation in k z,p after the L-R cut relative to the unperturbed wild-type value for k z,p was consistent with our hypothesis. The~20% increase in k z,a after the L-R cut was not statistically different from the unperturbed wild-type value for k z,a , although the trend may be supportive of the hypothesis. For the singlecanthus-nicking protocol, k z,p was significantly upregulated by~49% and k z,a was significantly upregulated by~14% (12) . The lack of significance for k z,a upregulation in the L-R-cut protocol may reflect increased variance in the data for these more extensive cuts (Fig. 4 f) .
The three canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols perturbed zipping similarly (Fig. 4 , c-g, and Movies S6, S7, and S8), indicating that eliminating the force produced by the amnioserosa (that would have pulled the two apposing leading-edge cells toward each other) produced a significant reduction in k z,a (in all three protocols) relative to the unperturbed wild-type value. In particular, when compared to the A-P-cut protocol, additional laser dissection of the interface between leading-edge and amnioserosa cells during either the single-edge-cut or the double-edge-cut protocol did not result in an additional significant change in the zipping dynamics. In each case, the time dependence of the canthusto-canthus distance, W, the height of the maximal dorsal opening, H, and the lengths of the two leading edges, L L Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2406-2417 and L R (Fig. 4 a, inset) were consistent (Fig. 4 , c-e) with previous observations of similar laser protocols that showed recoil to a turning point after a phase of relatively rapid closure transitioning to relatively slower, wild-type closure (11, 12) .
The zipping rate constants for the L-R-cut protocol and the three canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols were calculated from time series of the seam length as before (12); however, there was a caveat for the three canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols (Section S4 in the Supporting Material and Methods). We observed a short period, just after the cut, when our measurements of seam length were dominated by movement of a canthus. Consequently, we excluded this period of rapid increase in w a/p (Fig. 4 , c-e) from the calculation of the zipping rate constants in the three canthus-to-canthus protocols.
Comparing the zipping rate constants for the four laser protocols with previous measurements of unperturbed wild-type and genetically perturbed closure (12, 14) ( Fig. 4 f) indicated an interesting clustering of the k z values that informed the development of the model presented in the next section. There was a cluster of values that were statistically equivalent to that of the unperturbed wild-type k z, p-value (12), as indicated by the blue dashed line in Fig. 4 f. These included the AS-p35 embryos (whose amnioserosa cells do not exhibit apoptosis during dorsal closure (14)), and the three canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols. The average for the zipping rate constants in this cluster was k z,base ¼ 10.2 5 3.6 nm/s. There was a second cluster of values that were statistically equivalent to the unperturbed wild-type k z,a value (12), as indicated by the red dashed line in Fig. 4 f. These included the anterior canthus only (14) and (12), respectively).Rate constants that were statistically equivalent to that of the unperturbed wildtype k z, p-value and statistically different from that of the unperturbed wild-type k z,a value were AS-p35, A-P cut, single-edge cut, and the double-edge cut embryos for both canthi. Rate constants that were statistically equivalent to the unperturbed wild-type k z,a value and statistically different from the unperturbed wild-type k z, p-value were L-R cut (anterior), AS-Grim embryos (anterior), and the upregulated posterior canthus value after single canthus nicking. Rate constants that were significantly different from that of the unperturbed wild-type k z,a value were L-R cut (posterior), AS-Grim (posterior), and the upregulated anterior canthus value after single-canthus nicking. p-values are presented in Table S1 .
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for both the L-R cut and AS-Grim embryos (in which the rate of apoptotic amnioserosa cells increased by a factor of three (14)) and for the upregulated posterior canthus value after single canthus nicking. The average for the second cluster was 16.2 5 1.7 nm/s. The three canthusto-canthus-cut protocols did not distinguish a role for the amnioserosa-leading-edge interface when compromising the amnioserosa, which establishes the amnioserosa force produced near a canthus as one of the key processes that can contribute to the zipping rate constant.
Thermodynamic model for zipping
This section summarizes a quantitative model for zipping ( The model was tested by analyzing the two clusters in the values for k z (Fig. 4 f, blue and red dashed lines). The Appendix (Supporting Material) presents the model in full detail, including the justification for applying thermodynamics to the nonequilibrium process of zipping when there is a separation of experimental timescales.
The modeling effort focused on the free-energy landscape of two leading edges of apposing leading-edge cells, emphasizing their thermodynamic state before zipping had started, during a cellular zipping step, and when the two leading edges were incorporated into a seam (Fig. 5, a and b) . Before their zipping step, each of the two apposing leading-edge cells were modeled as having cell junction(s) with a peripheral-most amnioserosa cell ( During the zipping step, the leading edges of two apposing cells remodeled their junctions as they were incorporated into a seam ( Fig. 5 a, red cells, early in their zipping step). As a pair of apposing leading-edge cells completed their zipping step, the neighboring pair of apposing leading-edge cells would commence their zipping step. The model adopted the view that zipping is a cyclic reaction mechanism, where one cycle corresponds to one zipping step.
The free-energy landscape ( Fig. 5 b) visualizes the relatively slow mechanical processes of translation and 3D cell-shape changes (left barrier) as distinguished from the relatively fast adhesion dynamics (right barrier), which allowed the application of an Arrhenius-like rate law to the zipping process. In general the Arrhenius formalism can be applied to nonequilibrium systems when there is a separation of timescales between active processes and chemical dynamics activated by fluctuations (reviewed in the Appendix in the Supporting Material) (23) . With regard to zipping, the adhesion dynamics (which occur on a timescale of seconds) can be described with equilibrium models when the mechanical processes (occurring on a timescale of hundreds of seconds) are out of equilibrium (Appendix in the Supporting Material). Two orders of magnitude separating the timescales is consistent with the application of an Arrhenius formalism to zipping. In addition, this rate law has been generalized to take into account active fluctuations by generalizing the thermal fluctuations to also include active processes through an effective temperature, T eff , (Appendix in the Supporting Material) (24) , resulting in an Arrheniuslike rate law:
where k Arr is an Arrhenius rate constant, E a is the activation energy, and k B T eff represents both thermal and active fluctuations. The prefactor A can be viewed as an attempt frequency, i.e., how often a zipping step is attempted, and the exponential term can be viewed as the probability of a successful reaction for each attempt (25) . The two barriers in the free-energy landscape (Fig. 5 b) correspond to terms in the Arrhenius-like rate law (Eq. 4). The right barrier, whose height is the activation energy, E a , in Eq. 4, accounts for the making (lateral LE-LE interface) and breaking (AS interface with the basal LE surface) of chemical bonds of adhesion during a zipping step. As described in detail in the Appendix, the height of the left proximity barrier is reduced by mechanical work that is done on apposing leading edges to bring them into close proximity. DW transl corresponds to the mechanical work associated with translating these two leading edges (Fig. 5 a, blue cells) toward the dorsal midline until the onset of their zipping step. DW zip is the mechanical work associated with translating two apposing leading edges into close proximity from the beginning (Fig. 5 a, red cell) to the end of a zipping step. The attempt frequency, A, in Eq. 4 is inversely related to the time required for this step (Dt zip ). DW LE corresponds to the mechanical work associated with 3D cell-shape changes, including that required to square off the two apposing leading edges (Fig. 3 b, 71-138 min) .
The model derives the zipping rate constants (k z for the base and augmented cases) by calculating the sources of mechanical work associated with two apposing leading-edges cells during a zipping step (presented in detail in the Appendix). The amnioserosa (DW AS ) and/or adhesion (DW adh ) do work on apposing leading edges. Work is done by each apposing leading edge on its distal neighboring leadingedge cell (DW inter ) and/or on the lateral epidermis (DW zip ). Any work done on the apposing leading edges (DW AS þ DW adh ) that is in excess of work done by the apposing leading edges (DW zip þ DW inter ) increases the speed at which they move toward the dorsal midline and thus increases the zipping rate constant, k z . As shown in the Appendix, the general expression for the zipping rate constant, k z , is (Eq. A16 in the Supporting Material):
where b is a drag coefficient per unit length. The terms in the square brackets account for the applied forces that act along the leading edge of a leading-edge cell (Fig. 5, b and c) . s ASt and s LEt are the components of the force per unit length produced by the amnioserosa and the lateral epidermis, respectively, along the direction of motion (y direction, which is perpendicular to the dorsal midline). s adh is the force per unit length due to adhesion (in the y direction).
T intert is the y component of the force exerted between an apposing leading-edge cell and its distal neighbor. l LE,0 is the width of a leading-edge cell at the beginning of a zipping step.
The next section reports how the general expression for the zipping rate constant (Eq. 5) was customized when applied to the base and augmented cases for zipping (Fig. 4) . It was assumed that the values for the drag parameter, b, and the activation energy, E a , are well approximated as being the same at each canthus and are not significantly changed for the experimental protocols summarized in Fig. 4 (Appendix in the Supporting Material). Consequently, the product (2/b)exp(ÀE a /k B T eff ) in Eq. 5 is viewed as not varying significantly. Thus, the customization of the general equation to base and augmented zipping involved terms within the square brackets on the righthand side of Eq. 5. For example, the value for s ASt becomes zero when the integrity of the amnioserosa-leading-edge interface had been compromised by laser dissection. Consequently the square brackets of Eq. 5 become [0.03s adh À s LEt À 2(T max /l LE,0 )], where T intert equals T max when s ASt equals zero (Appendix in the Supporting Material). This sum must be positive for the zipping reaction to progress (consistent with experimental observations), which indicates that s adh has a lower bound of about [s LEt þ2(T max /l LE,0 )]/0.03. Inserting values from the stress ladder (7), s adh has an approximate lower bound of~230s LE .
Application of the thermodynamic model to the experimental protocols
In this section, we systematically apply the model to the various experimental protocols. In particular, the zipping rate constants connect the thermodynamic model (Eq. 5) to the experimental results (Fig. 4, f and g) .
First consider the k z,base cluster of zipping rate constants (Fig. 4 f, blue dashed line) . This includes the three canthus-to-canthus-cut protocols (the A-P cut, the singleedge cut, and the double-edge cut). As discussed above, s ASt ¼ 0 for these three protocols, and consequently, the terms in the square brackets in Eq. 5 become [(0.03s adh À s LEt À 2(T max /l LE,0 )]. For these three protocols, the only stress that promotes zipping is associated with adhesion dynamics (s adh ). Zipping is opposed by both the stress associated with the lateral epidermis (s LEt ) and the intercellular force (T max or T inter ).
The k z,base cluster of zipping rate constants also includes the posterior value for wild-type embryos and both ASp35 values (Fig. 4 f, blue dashed line) . Previously, we reported that apoptotic amnioserosa cells occurred about five times more frequently in the anterior and middle thirds of the dorsal opening relative to the posterior third in wild-type embryos and that the ASp35 embryos do not exhibit any apoptosis throughout the amnioserosa (14) . A common attribute of the posterior canthus for wild-type embryos and both canthi for ASp35 embryos is that the apoptotic force is not upregulated in the region of the canthi for these cases. Consequently, the values of s ASt (plus any reduction in T inter ) are relatively small and do not significantly change Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2406-2417 the sum of the terms in the square brackets (to within experimental uncertainty) (Appendix in the Supporting Material).
Next, we consider the k z,aug cluster of zipping rate constants (Fig. 4 f, red dashed line) . This cluster includes the zipping rate constant at the anterior canthus in wild-type embryos, where apoptotic amnioserosa cells occur about five times more frequently relative to the region near the posterior canthus. The k z,aug cluster also includes the values for k z,a for the L-R-cut protocol and for both values of the AS-Grim embryos (which triples the rate of apoptosis (14)). This cluster also includes the upregulated value for k z,p in response to the single-canthus-nicking protocol (12) . For each protocol, a relatively robust rate of apoptosis near a canthus upregulates the local apoptotic force. Furthermore, three values for the zipping rate constants significantly exceeded k z,aug . These include the values for k z,p in the L-R-cut protocol (by~44%) and in the ASGrim embryos (by~6%) and the upregulated values for k z,a in response to the single-canthus-nicking protocol (bỹ 14%) (12) . Common to these seven protocols is a relatively large, upregulated value for s ASt that, along with any reduction in T inter , results in the increasing upregulation of the zipping rate constant (Appendix in the Supporting Material).
Connecting the thermodynamic model to experimental observations highlights two biological processes that can contribute to the zipping mechanism. The force generated by adhesion molecules on apposing leading-edge cells is rate limiting when there is an absence of or insufficient magnitude for the force produced by the amnioserosa. When sufficiently upregulated, forces produced by the amnioserosa on the leading edges augment adhesion dynamics to increase the rate of zipping.
DISCUSSION
We have experimentally observed 3D cell-shape changes and the remodeling of tissue interfaces, cellular junctions, and the actomyosin components of the purse strings during zipping, and based on these observations, we have developed a thermodynamic model that predicts that the mechanisms that determine the zipping rate are based on junctional adhesion forces that can be augmented by mechanical forces produced by the amnioserosa. Near each canthus, the leading edge of the leading-edge cells and the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells, which previously were juxtaposed, now sheared such that the purse strings slid over the apical surface of the amnioserosa to meet along the A-P axis (Figs. 1, 2, and 3) . Subsequently, the apposing leadingedge cells came together at their apical edges and then squared off basally to form a lateral junction as their purse strings moved basally and began to disassemble (Fig. 3 b and Movies S2, S3, and S4). The amnioserosa cells both constricted apically as they entered the region of a canthus, locating below the seam, and progressively ingressed. A thermodynamic model, based on these experimental observations, was formulated and tested against experimental values for the zipping rate constants in unperturbed wild-type, genetically perturbed, or laser-perturbed embryos (Fig. 4) . The model is consistent with previous empirical and phenomenological research results for the zipping expression (Eq. 3) and adds insights into the biological mechanisms underlying the zipping rate constant (Eq. 5 and Fig. 5 ). For the base zipping mechanism, the dominant process is that apposing leading edges are pulled together by the molecular processes of adhesion to form a lateral cell junction. For augmented zipping, typified by the upregulation of the force produced by the amnioserosa, additional pulling forces due to amnioserosa dynamics further increases the rate of zipping. An analogy can be drawn to zipping a tight-fitting coat. Simply pulling on the zipper (with a constant force) is a slow process for zipping a coat relative to having first pulled together the two flanks of the coat and then pulling on the zipper (with the same constant force). Just pulling on the zipper is analogous to the base case. Additionally, pulling the two flanks of the coat together is analogous to the augmented case.
Tissue shear
We observed a substantial change in the proximity of each leading edge (and the purse string therein) to its adjacent, peripheral-most amnioserosa cell as a leading-edge cell of the lateral epidermis approached a canthus (Figs. 2 d and  3 a and Movies S2, S3, and S4). Each leading edge of a leading-edge cell slid dorsally over these peripheral-most amnioserosa cells, and over neighboring amnioserosa cells as well, as they approached a canthus. Previously we have shown that the leading-edge cells and the peripheral-most amnioserosa cells are juxtaposed before entering the region of a canthus, where these amnioserosa cells were tucked underneath the leading edges of the lateral epidermis (9) , and additional data sets from our laboratory support these observations. This may be due in part to the experimental challenges of imaging two-color embryos in 3D at high magnification or possibly to the phenotypes of various GFP constructs exhibiting variable leading-edge dynamics during closure. Here, we have shown that the adhesion between the leading-edge and amnioserosa cells can be destabilized when entering the region of a canthus, and the two tissues can shear. This observation implies that localized shifts in the balance between contractile forces and adhesion dynamics contribute to tissue dynamics during morphogenesis.
Junctional remodeling
This research has highlighted the importance of cell-shape changes, purse-string dynamics, and adhesion dynamics during the zipping processes. An LE-AS junction underwent Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2406-2417 a progression of 3D remodeling steps to release the amnioserosa cell and adhere to the apposing leading-edge cell. This involved repositioning of the LE-AS junction basally and the formation of a lateral surface that adheres to the apposing leading-edge cell. We propose that the basalward relocation of the purse string during a zipping step is the consequence of an additional force, localized to each canthus, which facilitates the formation of the lateral surface.
The signaling processes that are integrated to trigger purse-string dynamics, the shape changes of apposing leading-edge cells, and the release of LE-AS junctions are not fully understood. The squaring off of the two leading-edge cells was accompanied by additional actin fluorescence basally (Fig. 3, 61-65 min) . Although initially there was prominent myosin fluorescence near the apical surface of the leading edge, as zipping progressed, the myosin fluorescence decreased (Fig. 3 , starting at 71 min). We do not have adequate experimental resolution to unequivocally describe actomyosin dynamics throughout zipping. One possible interpretation is that the actomyosin-rich purse string disassembled as actin was concomitantly recruited to cell cortices and to filopodia and lamellipodia that extend between the leading-edge cells to facilitate formation of adhesion complexes (26). A second possible contribution is the formation of filopodia and lamellipodia on the apical surfaces of amnioserosa cells, which are positioned basally to the interface between the two leading-edge cells.
It is unclear how many types of adhesion molecules are involved in the zipping process. We have imaged DEcadherin and found that it is concentrated in the subapical adherens junctions that form between leading-edge cells. However, we cannot rule out that cadherin is present along the full extent of the LE-AS interface or at the interface between leading-edge cells (8, (10) (11) (12) . Additional adhesion molecules may also be involved. Indeed, mutations in both echinoid and integrins, in addition to DE-cadherin, show dorsal-closure phenotypes (27-32).
Regulating the zipping process
This research has also highlighted the role of upregulating the force produced by the amnioserosa and its impact on the zipping rate constant. We have observed apical constriction and cell ingression in amnioserosa cells local to a canthus for both base and augmented zipping (Figs. 1, d and e, and 3 b). Previously, we reported that the upregulation of a zipping rate constant is correlated with the local rate of amnioserosa cells becoming apoptotic (14) . This research indicated that increasing the rate of apoptosis in amnioserosa tissue increases the force due to the amnioserosa on the leading edge during a zipping step, which is key to determining the value of k z . The mechanism for regulating apoptosis in amnioserosa tissue remains unclear, and other mechanisms may also upregulate amnioserosa forces.
It is interesting to compare the upregulation results reported here to our previous observation of the downregulation of zipping in myospheroid, basket, and scab mutant embryos (11, 12 ) (see Appendix in the Supporting Material). These mutants have integrin defects and fail during the dorsal closure stage (30) due to the detachment of the leading-edge-amnioserosa interface near the anterior end of the dorsal opening (12) . The zipping rate constant for the mys mutant was estimated as being 20% of that in unperturbed wild-type embryos (Table S1 and Supporting Material; see also Hutson et al. (11) ). This suggests either a downregulation of s adh or an increase in the activation barrier, E a , which includes the chemical and mechanical work required for cell-shape changes and adhesion dynamics during the transition state. One possibility is that the mys mutant phenotype is defective in squaring off the apposing leading edges.
CONCLUSIONS
We have observed substantial 3D remodeling of junctions between leading-edge cells and amnioserosa cells during the zipping process. These changes can allow the two tissues to shear while still maintaining the hydrostatic integrity of the embryo, as amnioserosa cells progressively ingress and leading edges remodel to promote seam formation. In addition, it is becoming clear that the mechanism for zipping at the posterior canthus is based on adhesion dynamics, whereas the mechanism for zipping at the anterior canthus includes both adhesion and amnioserosa dynamics. Furthermore, the upregulation of zipping in response to perturbation is mediated by amnioserosa dynamics. 
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S1 Fly stocks
Drosophila melanogaster stocks were constructed and maintained using standard stocks (Flybase) and protocols (11 ). This construct encoded GFP fused to the F-actin binding region of moesin (GFP-moe-ABD) expressed under the control of the spaghetti squash promoter (1) and was used to visualize F-actin (12, 2) . To visualize simultaneously cadherin-rich, sub-apical junctional belts and F-actin, we collected embryos of the genotype w; e22c-Gal4, UAS-RFP-moe, ubi-DE-Cadherin-GFP (13, 14) . These embryos ubiquitously expressed GFP fused to DE-cadherin and expressed, primarily in the epidermis, RFP fused to the actin binding domain of moesin (an RFP version of sGMCA, unpublished, V. Singh and D. P. Kiehart). In addition, to visualize the colocalization of actin and myosin, we used GFP-labeled nonmuscle myosin  (an exon trap line) and RFP-labeled F-actin embryos collected from a cross between virgin females homozygous for GFP-myosin II heavy chain (Flytrap database #CC01626) and males of the genotype w -/Y ; P[en2. e22c is an enhancer trap line (Flybase #1973). To distinguish canthus movement from zipping, we used embryos that express GFP-zyxin in both leading edge and amnioserosa cells (zyxin(P[UAST-zyx102-44::EGFP]6.1 expressed with the epidermal driver, e22c-Gal4) (15) .
S2 Embryo preparation and microscopy
We observed living embryos collected from small population cages of well-maintained adult flies of the appropriate genotype using 2-hour egg lays. The embryos were aged ~22-24 hours at 16C to generate robust populations of dorsal-closure staged embryos (16) . Embryos were dechorionated then mounted in a modified halocarbon oil-immersion chamber between a gas-permeable membrane (Teflon) and a glass cover slip, which allowed development to proceed during in vivo fluorescent imaging (17) . Imaging was initiated before the onset of canthus formation (the onset of closure) and continued for ~3-4 hours at 23C until the end of closure.
One (sGMCA or GFP-zyxin) or two-channel data (GFP-DE-cadherin/RFP-moe-ABD embryos or GFP-zip/MyoII/RFP-moe-ABD embryos) were acquired with a spinning disc confocal accessory (Yokagawa CS-10) attached to a Zeiss AxioImager.M2m microscope using either a 40, 0.9 NA multi-immersion, a 40, 1.2 NA water-immersion objective or a 63, 1.4 NA oil-immersion objective. Image acquisition was carried out by MicroManager (18) using a 512512 EM-CCD camera (Hamamatsu). The exposure time in the green channel was 1 s and in the red channel was 1.5 s (the GFP construct fluoresced more intensely than the RFP construct). Z-scans included ~25-30 Z-slices (in 0.8 m steps, 40, 0.9 NA objective and in 1 m steps, 40, 1.2 NA water-immersion objective) or ~35-40 Z-slices (in 0.6 m steps, 63, 1.4 NA objective). Z-scans for 40, 0.9 NA multi-immersion and 63, 1.4 NA oil-immersion objectives were taken every 120 s or 153s. Z-scans for 40, 1.2 NA water-immersion objective were taken every 20 s. Sequences of images were stored for subsequent analyses. We imaged six GFP-DE-cadherin and RFP-moe-ABD two-color embryos, six GFP-zip/MyoII and RFP-moe-ABD two-color embryos, and six sGMCA embryos. During laser perturbation, six GFP-zyxin embryos, and six or seven sGMCA embryos for each protocol were imaged (see section S3).
S3 Laser microbeam
The UV-laser microbeam uses the third harmonic (355 nm, τ = 8 ns with repetition rate of 10 Hz) of a Continuum Minilite II (model YG571C; Continuum, Santa Clara, CA) Q-switched ND:YAG laser (1064 nm) that is interfaced to the imaging system described above [detailed in (16) ]. Typically, Z-scans were acquired every 20 s, with exposure times of 200 ms, prior to and after laser dissections. During laser dissections, single-Z planes were imaged every ~100 ms with exposure time of 70 ms that were synchronized to the Q-switched laser to avoid autofluorescence (the camera was shuttered during the 8 ns pulse). Nanosecond pulses of 355 nm light were focused to a nearly diffraction limited spot and steered over the dorsal surface to dissect the amnioserosa. Purse strings were tracked by our customized active contour algorithm in ImageJ (3). sGMCA embryos were used for the L-R cut (n=6), A-P cut (n=6), single edge cut (n=7), and double edge cut (n=7) laser protocols. The single edge cut protocol also was used to investigate six GFP-zyxin embryos.
The depth of laser incision was ~7 microns (3). The laser focus was targeted conservatively to the apical surface of the amnioserosa cells so as to avoid damaging the basal surface of the cells and/or the yolk sack. Consequently on occasion we also ablated the vitelline membrane. As the laser microbeam was steered across the tissue, the targeted amnioserosa cells failed and the tissue recoiled. We view the mechanical stress to be within the simple epithelium, transmitted via lateral cell junctions. We view interactions of the basal surface with the ECM and the apical surface with the vitelline fluid to contribute to the viscous drag. In the analyses reported in references 3 and 4, the segmentation algorithm first projected the in vivo images into a plane, which is consistent with viewing a 2D stress as a force/length.
S4 Numerical analyses
We determined the 3D geometry of the amnioserosa and leading edge cells at each canthus and seam. The angles of the apical surfaces of amnioserosa cells and the apical surfaces of the leading edge cells were quantified in two-color embryos using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
The zipping rate constants at the anterior and posterior canthi were determined by fitting time-series of the seam lengths w a/p (t) to Eq. 3. A detailed description of the analytical strategy and numerical methods appears elsewhere (4) . P values were determined using a student t-test with a significance level of 0.05 and are presented in Table S1 . The error bars in Fig. 4f and the uncertainties in Fig. 4g report standard deviations. For the three canthus-to-canthus cut protocols there was a caveat. Just after the cut, we observed a short period when our measurements of seam length were dominated by movement of a canthus, although there was also some contribution from zipping per se (Fig. 4 , c-e; in each panel the period of rapid increase is marked by the right-most pair of vertical lines). To distinguish canthus movement from zipping, we investigated GFP-zyxin embryos that exhibit improved contrast due to the relatively intense and localized fluorescence markers along the purse strings/leading edges. We analyzed the time series of seam lengths for GFP-zyxin embryos subject to a Single edge cut protocol and found movement of a canthus (dragged towards the dorsal opening by the purse strings) dominated the contribution due to zipping during the rapid increase in the measurement of seam lengths w a/p (Movie S9). Consequently this period of rapid increase in w a/p (Fig. 4, c-e) was excluded from the calculation of the zipping rate constants in the three canthus-to-canthus protocols. We also analyzed the time series of seam lengths in otherwise wild-type GFP-zyxin embryos and compared it to the subsequent slow phase throughout GFP-zyxin embryos subject to a Single edge cut, confirming that these measurements of w a/p were dominated by zipping and not movement of the canthus. We resolved periods of fluctuating movements in addition to zipping for some canthi, but they were relatively brief and quantitatively inconsequential compared to embryo-to-embryo variability.
P-values
Unperturbed 0. 23  Table S1 . P values for comparisons of the zipping rate constants. WT k z,a is significantly different from WT k z,p (P=0.011) (4).
Appendix: Thermodynamic Model for Zipping
Overview
Here we present a more detailed account of a thermodynamic model that treats zipping as a reaction mechanism whereby 1) chemical bonds of adhesion are made at the lateral LE-LE interface between two apposing leading edge cells during seam formation and 2) chemical bonds of adhesion are broken at the basal surface of the LE cells (LE-AS junctions) of two apposing leading edge cells (see Fig. 1f , the blue highlighted cells). This reaction progresses along a reaction coordinate through a free energy landscape (Fig. 5b) , where the left plateau corresponds to two LE-AS cellular interfaces prior to a zipping step and the lower right plateau corresponds to a LE-LE cellular interface within a seam.
There are two barriers in the free energy landscape (Fig. 5b) . The right barrier corresponds to making (LE-LE interface) and breaking (LE-AS interfaces) chemical bonds of adhesion during a zipping step, where E a is the activation energy. The left barrier corresponds to the mechanical work associated with bringing two apposing leading edge cells into close proximity. The left barrier includes contributions for translating each apposing leading edge towards the dorsal midline during a zipping step (Figs. 1b, f, 2, 3, and 5 ) and for the 3D shape changes of each leading edge cell (Figs. 2b and 3 ). More specifically: 1) W transl corresponds to the mechanical work associated with translating two apposing leading edges towards the dorsal midline before the onset of their zipping step. The value for W transl is stage dependent in that it depends on the distance separating the two apposing leading edge cells, i.e., the value for W transl in Fig. 5b corresponds to translating the leading edge of each blue highlighted cell in Fig. 5a towards the dorsal midline until the onset of their zipping step. 2) W zip is the mechanical work associated with translating two apposing leading edges into close proximity from the beginning to the end of a zipping step, e.g., the work associated with bringing together the leading edge of each red highlighted cell in Fig. 5a. 3 ) W LE corresponds to the mechanical work associated with 3D cell shape changes, including that required to square off the two apposing leading edges (summarized in the final 6 panels of Fig. 3b, 65-138 min) .
In the following we: 1) highlight key features of this free energy landscape; 2) estimate the heights of the two barriers; 3) justify the application of the thermodynamic model to the overall non-equilibrium zipping process and connect the free energy landscape to the kinetics of zipping; 4) provide an account of the mechanisms that distinguish the base and augmented cases for the zipping rate constants (Fig. 4 f, g) ; and 5) comment on additional experimental results from the perspective of this thermodynamic model for zipping.
Free energy landscape
The free energy landscape has been formulated to distinguish the relatively slow mechanical processes of translation and 3D cell shape changes (left barrier) from the relatively fast adhesion dynamics (right barrier). A separation of time scales will prove necessary for applying an Arrhenius-like rate law to zipping, as discussed below. Another key feature of the landscape is the time dependence of the height of the left "proximity" barrier, which is reduced when mechanical work is done on apposing leading edges by the amnioserosa and/or during adhesion formation to reduce the distance between apposing leading edge cells. In contrast, the activation energy for adhesion dynamics E a (right barrier) is time-independent.
The zipping reaction progresses along a reaction coordinate through the free-energy landscape of Fig. 5b . Generally geometric measures are used to track the progression of a reaction through a free energy landscape (5) . Here the geometric parameters include the distance between two apposing leading edge cells and the shape of their leading edges. The configuration of adhesion molecules also could be included. With respect to time, however, dynamical processes involving both the left and right barriers (Fig. 5b) occur in parallel during a zipping step, which commences once the apical edges of the apposing leading edges make first contact (Fig. 5a, red highlighted cells, and Fig. 3b, 65 min) . Experimental observations indicate that first contact of two apposing leading edges typically starts at the proximal edge (relative to the canthus) and moves distally (Movie S1), i.e., from right to left in Fig. 5a . Chemical (right barrier) and mechanical (left barrier) dynamics occur in parallel during a zipping step. More specifically, chemical bonds of adhesion form within the interface, which increases in area as the lateral edges of the two leading edge cells square off (Fig. 3b, 71-138 min, Movies S2-S4 ). In addition, the two LE-AS interfaces move basally (and the LE-AS adherens junctions begin to destabilize).
The active processes that do mechanical work to reduce the height of the left barrier can be illustrated by correlating the distance separating apposing leading edge cells (three pairs of colorized cells) in Fig. 5a with the free energy landscape in Fig. 5b . First consider the leading edges of the blue highlighted cells in panel a, which correspond to the left plateau in panel b. At this stage the height of the left barrier corresponds to the blue solid line and the apposing leading edges are too far apart to commence a zipping step, i.e., the blue left barrier is prohibitively large relative to both fluctuations in cell shapes and to configurational fluctuations in adhesion molecules. Next consider the leading edges of the red highlighted cells in Fig. 5a , which are at the onset of a zipping step. At this stage the left barrier height has been reduced by W transl to now correspond to the red solid line. During a zipping step, additional mechanical work completes the translation of the two leading edges toward the dorsal midline (Movie S1), further reducing the left barrier height by W zip to correspond to the black solid line. As will be discussed in the final paragraph in the Dynamics subsection, the red dotted line indicates the possibility of two processes contributing to the production of W zip . Finally, consider the green highlighted cells in Fig. 5a , where the leading edges are now fully incorporated into a seam and correspond to the lower right plateau in Fig. 5b . At this stage, the LE-LE interface has squared off laterally and formed adherens junctions. In addition, the amnioserosa cells have detached from the basal surface of the apposing leading edge cells and ingressed.
Estimating the relative heights of the free-energy barriers
The left energy barrier is a mechanical potential energy for bringing two apposing leading edge cells into close proximity. In Fig. 5b , the energy required to translate these leading edges to the onset of a zipping step (W transl ) corresponds to the blue line. The energy required to translate these leading edges during a zipping step (W zip ) corresponds to the solid red line. Finally, the mechanical energy for the 3D cell shape changes that square off the two leading edges (W LE ) corresponds to the black line. In the following, we estimate W zip by calculating the mechanical work done on the two apposing leading edge cells during a zipping step and then leverage that explanation to estimate W transl . Then we will comment on W LE .
For modeling purposes, we first determine W zip which is the work done to bring the apposing leading edges into contact during a zipping step.  LE is the force per unit length on a leading edge by the lateral epidermis. ds is a differential width of a leading edge cell, where in the following we will integrate over the width of each leading edge. The force  LE ds is included in the force schematics shown in Fig. 5c and 5d , where for presentation purposes each has been located at the distal edge or near the proximal end of the leading edge, respectively. It is important, however, to recognize that  LE ds acts throughout each leading edge. Furthermore, the two apposing leading edges are progressively incorporated into a seam during a zipping step. To model this progressive shortening, we explicitly take into account that the width of a leading edge shortens as zipping progresses, with values of l LE,o  2.6 m (at the beginning of a zipping step) that then progressively shortens to 0 as the leading edge is incorporated into a seam. The work done on the two apposing leading edges by the lateral epidermis during a zipping step is given by:
For the first equality, the work W zip is the integral over the leading edge of a leading edge cell, which lies along the s direction.  LE ds is the component of the force along the direction of motion (y-direction, which is perpendicular to the dorsal midline). y(s) is the distance traveled, where the value depends on the location s along the leading edge.  is the angle between a leading edge and the dorsal midline. The second integral takes advantage of a change of variables (sin = y o /l LE,o = y/s = dy/ds), as does the final expression. Here y o is the distance of the proximal edge of a leading edge cell from the dorsal midline at the beginning of a zipping step.
Next we estimate the energy required to translate these leading edges to the onset of a zipping step, where W transl in Fig. 5b is stage dependent. The distance (in the y-direction) that separates the blue highlighted cells from the red highlighted cells in Fig. 5a is about four times that travelled by the proximal end of a leading edge during a zipping step, i.e., ~4y o . Thus for two apposing cells:
The value for W transl depends on which apposing cells were chosen to be highlighted. In other words, the scaling factor 4 in Eq. A2 would be larger if the choice for the blue highlighted cells were to the left of that in Fig. 5a and less if to the right.
The work done to square off the two leading edges (W LE ) increases the number of molecules on apposing surfaces that are within the interaction distance for forming adhesion complexes (y int ). This reduces the height of the contribution to the left barrier indicated by the black line. The last six panels (65-138 min) in Fig. 3b indicate that this 3D remodeling occurs within the seam, after the onset of both a zipping step and adhesion formation. We have presented the initial height of the black barrier as less than that of the activation energy E a for the right barrier in Fig. 5b , which is consistent with the possibility that adhesion formation provides the force that drives these 3D shape changes that square off the two apposing leading edges. W LE could exceed E a , however, if alternative processes contribute to or are responsible for the 3D shape changes of each leading edge during a zipping step.
The right barrier in the free energy landscape (Fig. 5b) is characterized by the activation energy E a , which corresponds to the chemical dynamics of forming adhesion complexes between apposing surfaces throughout the lateral LE-LE interface (starting at 65 min in Fig.  3b ) and also breaking chemical bonds of adhesion throughout each of the two AS interfaces with the basal LE surfaces (138 min in Fig. 3b) . After progressing over the left free energy barrier, the two leading edges are proximal to each other and adhesion formation is activated by fluctuations as will be discussed in the following section. Experimental observations also indicate that the probability of a reverse (unzipping) reaction is insignificant during unperturbed, wild type dorsal closure, as is indicated by a relatively large decrease in free energy from the top of the right barrier to the lower left plateau in Fig. 5b .
Applying an Arrhenius-like rate law to the free energy landscape
The Arrhenius rate law is a standard paradigm for connecting kinetics to thermodynamics in thermally activated processes. It has the form: k Arr = A exp(-E a /k B T) A3 where k Arr is the Arrhenius rate constant, A is the Arrhenius prefactor, E a is the activation energy, and k B T represents fluctuations associated with thermal energy, i.e., thermal fluctuations. The prefactor A can be thought of as an attempt frequency and the exponential term can be thought of as the probability of a reaction for each attempt.
The Arrhenius rate law can also be applied to nonequilibrium systems when there is a separation of time scales between the active processes and the chemical dynamics activated by fluctuations. Relatively fast dynamics can be described with equilibrium models when the relatively slower mechanical processes are out of equilibrium and, in addition, active mechanical processes can change the shape of an energy landscape (19) . We have formulated left and right barriers in the free energy landscape (Fig. 5b) to visualize the distinction between slow mechanical processes and fast chemical processes, respectively, and model active mechanical processes as reducing the left barrier height. The mechanical processes that occur during a zipping step have durations of ~100-300 seconds (6) . Solution NMR measurements indicate cadherin dimerization occurs on the ~1s time scale (20) , which is thought to be representative of interfacial time scales as well (21) . These two orders of magnitude separating the time scales is consistent with the application of an Arrhenius formalism to the zipping process.
The Arrhenius rate law has been generalized to take into account active fluctuations by generalizing the thermal fluctuation term k B T to also include active fluctuations through an effective temperature T eff (7) , resulting in the form:
k Arr = A exp(-E a /k B T eff ) A4 This Arrhenius-like rate law recently has been used to model cell migration in denselypacked tissue (8) . In addition, microrheology measurements of an actomyosin-based model system have demonstrated active fluctuations for frequencies below ~100 Hz in addition to thermal fluctuations (22) . We attribute the source of active fluctuations during dorsal closure to include actomyosin driven oscillations in the cross-sectional area of amnioserosa cells centered near 5 mHz (periods of ~100-400 seconds) with amplitudes up to ~10% (peak-to-peak oscillations of ~20%) (9) . Consequently, the angles that the two leading edges make as they come together at a canthus fluctuate, where previous measurements indicate ~15-40% fluctuations of the anterior and posterior angles during wild-type closure (4) . In addition, the widths of leading edge cells exhibit oscillations of up to ~15%, with frequencies in the low-millihertz range (periods approaching thousands of seconds) (6) . These millihertz oscillations/fluctuations observed during dorsal closure are far below the ~100 Hz cut-off frequency found in model systems (22) and also exhibit two-to-three orders of magnitude separating the time scales relative to the chemical dynamics of adhesion.
Below we apply the Arrhenius-like equation (Eq. A4) to connect the free energy landscape (Fig. 5b) to the experimental zipping rate constants (k z,base = 10.23.6 nm/s, k z,aug = 16.21.7 nm/s; indicated by the blue and red dashed lines in Fig. 4f, respectively) . We model the left barrier in terms of the attempt frequency A and the right barrier in terms of the activation energy E a . We also test the modeling assumptions by comparing the resulting expressions to the previously established phenomenological expression for zipping (Eq. 3 in the main text).
Modeling the base and augmented cases for zipping
Before delving into quantitative details, we provide an intuitive picture by making an analogy to zipping a tight-fitting coat. Simply pulling on the zipper (with a constant force) is a slow process for zipping a coat relative to having first pulled together the two flanks of the coat and then pulling on the zipper (with the same constant force). Simply pulling on the zipper is analogous to the base case, where adhesion dynamics alone reduce the left barrier from the red solid line to the black solid line during a zipping step (Fig 5b) . In contrast, additionally pulling the two flanks of the coat together is analogous to the augmented case, where both tissue-scale dynamics and adhesion dynamics reduce the left barrier during a zipping step.
Adhesion and the amnioserosa are two sources of mechanical work that can reduce the left red barrier during a zipping step. The amount of mechanical work required to translate two apposing leading edges to the dorsal midline is W zip as determined in Eq. A1. Any work done by W adh (base case) or by W adh plus W AS (augmented case) that is in excess of W zip increases the speed that each apposing leading edge moves towards the dorsal midline and, as is shown below, increases the zipping rate constant. In the following we consider W adh and W AS in more quantitative detail.
First we estimate the mechanical work done by adhesion dynamics during a zipping step (W adh ). Adhesion dynamics become active and produce an attractive force when the distance between two apposing leading edges drops below the interaction threshold y int (Fig.  5d) , which corresponds to twice the thickness of the extracellular components of the adhesion molecules [~40 nm for cadherin dimerization (23) ]. The total work done on two apposing leading edge cells by adhesion dynamics throughout their zipping step is:
W adh =  adh A F adh y int =  adh l LE y int A5 The first equality emphasizes the work generated by molecular adhesion, where  adh is the density (number of adhesion molecules per unit area of the LE-LE interface), A is the area of the lateral LE-LE interface, and F adh is the average force generated by an adhesion molecule during adhesion. Thus the product  adh A F adh y int is the total work done by adhesion on the two apposing leading edges throughout a zipping step. We can make an order of magnitude estimate based on measurements of cadherin adhesion, where F adh is ~10 pN/molecule (23) . Estimating the number of adhesion molecules on each LE interface to be of the order 10,000 results in W adh of the order of ~ 410 -15 J (~610 5 kcal/mol). This value of 10,000 is consistent with measurements of cadherin in Drosophila epithelial cells (24) (values for leading edge cells are not available to our knowledge), but should be viewed as a rough estimate for this order of magnitude calculation.
The second equality in Eq. A5 provides an equivalent expression that will prove useful for comparing the values of the various sources of mechanical work.  adh ds (inset to Fig. 5d ) is a localized force due to adhesion, but as the two leading edges are "zipped up" each edge progressively becomes separated by less than y int (subject to this localized force) until the two edges in their entirety have satisfied this condition. Integrating ds over the width of the leading edge yields l LE  2.2  2.6 m, where the value depends on where contraction occurs along a leading edge as it is zipped up (6) . The smaller value is the width of a leading edge once incorporated into a seam (l seam ) and this lower bound corresponds to contraction occurring uniformly throughout each leading edge during a zipping step. Consequently, the width essentially has fully contracted prior to becoming engaged in adhesion dynamics. The larger value is the average width of a leading edge cell at the beginning of a zipping step (l LE,o ) and this upper bound corresponds to contraction being restricted to the local region of adhesion dynamics.
Next we estimate the mechanical work done by the amnioserosa during a zipping step (W AS ).  AS is the force per unit length on a leading edge by the amnioserosa. This force is included in the force schematic shown in Fig. 5c , which has been located at the distal edge (relative to the canthus) of the leading edge for presentation purposes. It is important, however, to recognize that (when the amnioserosa is intact) the force  AS ds acts throughout each leading edge. In addition, during a zipping step each apposing edge is progressively incorporated into a seam. Similar to Eq. A1, the length of the leading edge shortens as zipping progresses and is l LE,o at the beginning of a zipping step and 0 at the end. The total work done on two apposing leading edge cells by the amnioserosa during a zipping step is:
Here work is the integral over the entire leading edge of the force  AS, ds acting over a distance y (distance traveled until adherens junctions interact).  AS is the component of  AS that is perpendicular to the dorsal midline, i.e., the y direction. y o is the distance of the proximal edge of a leading edge cell from the dorsal midline at the beginning of a zipping step. The first integral integrates along the leading edge of a leading edge cell (the s direction). A change of variables (sin = y o /l LE,o = y/s = dy/ds) converts the second integral so that it integrates over the y direction and is invoked again for the final expression. Terms in y int (y int  0.03y o ) have been dropped in the final expression, which introduces a ~3% error.
We can place a lower bound on the value W AS . We were unable to deform the leading edge with magnetic fields that produced an applied force of ~5nN on a 4.5 m diameter supraparamagnetic bead using a standard technique (25) . Referencing the final expression in Eq. A6, this places the lower bound for W AS to be ~810 -15 J, which is comparable to our previous estimate W adh ~ 410 -15 J based on Eq. A5. Each of these estimates is at best reliable to within no more than a one order of magnitude (factor of ten).
Dynamics
The time course for reducing the left barrier height during a zipping step can be determined by tracking the work done on and the work done by two apposing leading edges as they are zipped up. In particular, the work done by the leading edge on the drag force (at low-Reynolds number) leads to a dynamic expression for the speed v as will be derived below.
Some of the expressions for work have already been determined. Expressions for the work done on two apposing leading edges by adhesion (W adh ) and by the amnioserosa (W AS ) appear in Eqs. A5 and A6, respectively. The work done by the two leading edges includes the work done on the two apposing leading edges and is equal to the potential energy W zip (Eq. A1). In general, W zip is the sum of W adh and W AS .
Another potential source of work is intercellular (W inter ). The clearest example is when the amnioserosa/leading edge interface(s) has been compromised and  AS is zero. Under this condition, each leading edge undergoing its zipping step exerts a force T inter on its distal neighbor, dragging it towards the dorsal midline. For a pair of apposing leading edges W inter is given by:
W inter = 2T inter y o A7 where T inter is the component of T inter along the y direction (perpendicular to the dorsal midline).
Work also is done by each leading edge on the drag force per unit length bv, where b is a drag coefficient per unit length and v is the speed of a leading edge in the y direction towards the dorsal midline. The work W drag done on the drag force by two apposing leading edges during a zipping step is given by: 
A8
The steps used to evaluate this integral are similar to that used for Eq. A1.
Summing the work done on and by each of the two apposing leading edges leads to a general expression:
Inserting the expressions for each work term (Eqs. A1, A5-8):
Solving for the speed of a leading edge v yields:
Inserting numbers for each term in the product (l LE /l LE,o )(y int /y o ) yields a value of ~0.03. Eq. A11 is a general expression for the speed that a leading edge moves towards the dorsal midline. When applied to specific experimental protocols, however, the magnitude of the terms can be protocol specific, as will be discussed below.
Next we express the attempt frequency A (Eq. A4) in terms of the speed v (Eq. A11). t zip,i is the time it takes to complete a zipping step (6) . Since this time progressively shortens as closure progresses (from ~300s to ~150s, see Fig. 5b of reference 6), the subscript i in t zip,i indexes the zipping steps, where i=1,2,3…. The attempt frequency A i is inversely proportional to t zip,i . Equivalently, the time it takes to reduce the left barrier height by W zip (Fig. 5b) also is given by t zip,i . ] exp(-E a /k B T eff ) A16 Interestingly the expression for the speed (Eq. A11) also includes the terms in the square brackets (that account for the applied mechanical forces), which subsequently recur in the expressions for the attempt frequency (Eq. A14) and the zipping rate constant (Eq. A16).
Eq. A16 provides a dynamical interpretation for the phenomenological expression for zipping, i.e., interpreting the rate equation (Eq. 3 in the main text) in terms of mechanical forces and the chemistry of adhesion. Although this rate equation has been validated by numerous experimental observations and supported by empirical and phenomenological modeling (3, 4, 6) , a dynamical explanation had been lacking. This thermodynamic model treats adhesion dynamics (characterized by E a ) at the anterior and posterior canthi as being symmetric, which is a reasonable assumption given that to date experimental observations have indicated similar distributions of adhesion molecules near each canthus. In addition, this model attributes the attempt frequency to the dynamics of mechanical forces, which reduce the proximity barrier. Furthermore, the 1/tan dependence (Eq. A13) reflects the projection model for zipping, i.e., irreversible contraction in the width of a leading edge cell occurs during zipping and not before (6) .
We now apply this general expression (Eq. A16) to the experimental protocols that correspond to the base and augmented cases for zipping (Fig. 4) , where (since b and E a remain unchanged) it will be terms in the square brackets that distinguish between the cases. First consider a subset of the protocols that constitute the base case (indicated by the blue dashed line in Fig. 4f) . Three of the protocols (A-P, Single edge, and Double edge cuts) compromise the amnioserosa/leading edge interface(s), which results in  AS being zero in Eq. A16. Comparing to the intuitive analogy, for these three protocols there are no hands pulling the coat together and zipping alone closes the coat: indeed the coat will be pulled together by the slider of the zipper. Since zipping is observed experimentally, the sum of the remaining terms [0.03 adh - LE -2(T max /l LE,o )] will be positive. Here the values for T inter for these three protocols are represented by T max (analogous to the pulling force produced by the slider of the zipper), which is the maximum value for T inter for all the protocols (see below). Thus  adh has a lower bound of ~[ LE + 2(T max /l LE,o )]/0.03.
The base case also includes protocols where the amnioserosa near a canthus remains intact, but  AS local to a canthus is relatively small (but not zero) since it has not been upregulated (Fig. 4 , WT posterior and ASp35). Comparing to the intuitive analogy, the hands are now pulling relatively gently on the coat in addition to pulling up on the zipper. In contrast to the consideration for the three  AS =0 protocols discussed in the previous paragraph,  AS now acts on the leading edges of apposing leading edge cells during a zipping step. Moreover, the amnioserosa also (relatively gently) pulls both leading edges throughout the dorsal opening towards the dorsal midline. Consequently, less work is done by T inter . Defining the difference T to be T max -T inter , the square brackets in Eq. A16 then can be rewritten as:
[ For augmented zipping, the zipping rate constants increased by about 60% relative to the base case values (Fig. 4 , anterior values for L-R cut, AS-Grim, and WT; posterior value for single-canthus nicking). In addition, three values for the zipping rate constants significantly exceeded k z,aug , including the values for k z,p in the L-R cut protocol (by ~44%) and the AS-Grim embryos (by ~6%) and the upregulated values for k z,a in response to the single-canthus nicking protocol (by ~14%) (2) . Common to these seven protocols (indicated by the red dashed line in Fig. 4f ) is a relatively large, upregulated value for  AS that, along with any further reduction in T inter. , results in the increasing upregulation of the zipping rate constant. Comparing to the intuitive analogy, the hands are now pulling sufficiently hard so that pulling up on the zipper is relatively easy and quick. Relative to the base case (with amnioserosa intact, but not upregulated) discussed in the previous paragraph, these observations indicate that the upregulated value for  AS has increased further and T inter has decreased further (T increasing further). Consequently, the increased value for the sum of  AS +2T/ l LE,o during augmented zipping is no longer much smaller than that of the sum of 0.03 adh - LE -2(T max /l LE,o ). Thus the curly brackets in Eq. A17 are now significantly larger than 1, which significantly increases the value of the zipping rate constant. The transition from k z,base to k z,aug indicates a similar degree of  AS upregulation for these four protocols. Ultimately this upregulation leads to an increased fraction of the work done by adhesion and by the amnioserosa being converted into a significantly higher speed (Eq. A11), attempt frequency (Eq. A14), and zipping rate constant (Eq. A16).
The sources of mechanical work that reduce the height of the solid red line in the left barrier of the free energy landscape (Fig. 5b) are case dependent. For example, when  AS is zero due to laser perturbation, the reduction of the left barrier from the solid red line to the black line is due solely to the work done by adhesion. In contrast, when  AS is not zero, both adhesion and the amnioserosa do work to reduce the solid red barrier, where the dotted line aims to indicate their fractional contribution. The location of the dotted line depends on the value of  AS , where the fraction attributable to the amnioserosa increases as  AS increases due to upregulation.
Comments on additional experimental protocols
There are two previously reported experiments that suggest degradation of the adhesive force per unit length  adh and/or possibly increasing the activation barrier E a . The down regulation of zipping in myospheroid, basket, and scab mutant embryos has been observed previously, where these mutants have defects in the integrin subunits  PS or  PS (3, 4) . This suggests a down regulation of  adh and/or an increase in the activation barrier E a . In addition, zipping was compromised when one of two apposing leading edge cells have sufficiently reduced levels of myosin (zip/MyoII) (10) . The length of a leading edge in a myosin deficient leading edge cell is highly stretched relative to a wild-type leading edge cell. Zipping halts for these mismatched apposing cells, which is consistent with a substantial increase in the activation barrier E a such that the probability of a successful zipping step approaches zero. This may be due to mismatched adhesion between apposing leading edge cells and/or the failure of the stretched leading edge cell to shorten into the seam.
